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In this year’s Game Changers, sponsored by Oracle + Netsuite, Sue Weekes highlights five
specific areas where technology can make the difference to recruiting and throws the
spotlight on five game-changing companies to watch out for

SPONSOR'S STATEMENT FROM ORACLE + NETSUITE
Cloud so!ware has been a game-changing technology for businesses worldwide,
particularly for recruitment firms. NetSuite – the original cloud business so!ware
company – was a pioneer and still leads the market today with 40,000 user
organisations globally. Recruitment specialist PageGroup, for example, is using the move
to NetSuite worldwide not only to replace multiple finance and other systems but also to
driving the digitalisation of the business. making it more agile, modern and efficient,
able to respond to market changes and emerging opportunities.

Oracle NetSuite offers a full suite of applications from finance and HR through
procurement, services automation, to CRM, e-commerce and websites – specifically
designed for small and medium-sized organisations as well as larger ones. The ability to
run the whole business on a single cloud pla"orm with powerful reporting and
dashboarding capabilities delivers genuine competitive advantage to users.

To find out more visit www.netsuite.co.uk (h#p://www.netsuite.co.uk)

Game changing solutions

Keeping an eye on the future can be difficult when you also have the day-to-day
pressures of recruitment to deal with. Taking the time to explore the technologies that
could become part of daily life could not only save money but also release more hours in
a day to spend on higher-value work. Whether it’s artificial intelligence (AI) or machine
learning, virtual and augmented reality or big data, recruiters need to know how
technology can potentially change the way they work in a be#er and smarter way. To
show how close that future may be, we present our annual showcase of game-changing
technology.
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Recruiter: SmithCarey
Apply for this job

Recruiter: HH-Recruiting
Apply for this job

Recruiter: DAI
Apply for this job

Recruitment DirectorRecruitment Director
UnitedUnited
KingdomFlexibleKingdomFlexible
base - Midlands /base - Midlands /
SouthSouth  HighlyHighly
competitive basic,competitive basic,
bonus, mileage and attractive benefitsbonus, mileage and attractive benefits

Project AdministratorProject Administrator
Saudi Arabia (SA)Saudi Arabia (SA)  100,000 plus100,000 plus
BenefitsBenefits

Job Purpose: Accomplishes project objectives
by planning and evaluating project activities.

In-house RecruiterIn-house Recruiter
Hemel Hempstead,Hemel Hempstead,
HertfordshireHertfordshire  circacirca
£30,000 per annum +£30,000 per annum +
benefitsbenefits

http://www.netsuite.co.uk/
http://jobs.recruiter.co.uk/apply/377539/recruitment-director/?TrackID=55599
http://jobs.recruiter.co.uk/apply/377526/project-administrator/?TrackID=55599
http://jobs.recruiter.co.uk/apply/377516/in-house-recruiter/?TrackID=55599
http://jobs.recruiter.co.uk/job/377539/recruitment-director/?TrackID=55599
http://jobs.recruiter.co.uk/job/377526/project-administrator/?TrackID=55599
http://jobs.recruiter.co.uk/job/377516/in-house-recruiter/?TrackID=55599


TV series such as Humans show the nightmare scenario where machines develop a consciousness

Search tools that are smarter than you 
The application of AI and machine learning (whereby a computer can learn something
without being programmed to do so) means search-and-match systems are ge#ing more
and more intelligent.

Sci-fi TV series such as Humans and Westworld, in which machines develop a
consciousness (with mostly terrible consequences), have fed our fears that jobs will one
day be automated. Ironically though, such tools can increase the human touch in the
recruitment process by, for example, saving time spent scanning and si!ing through CVs
to engage with the candidate. 

Sophie Meaney, managing director, consulting solutions and strategic development at
Amberjack, says organisations remain wary of AI but it typically figures in half of
conversations these days. “AI’s defining characteristic is its ability to add more and more
value year-on-year as the data set grows and the algorithms are reinformed,” she says.

In short, it’s only going to get smarter and smarter.

One to watch: Sniper AI
Recruitment Smart was founded by Pawan Lokwani and Yusuf Jazakallah, who have
almost 30 years’ corporate experience between them in recruitment and technology. 

“They saw too much time being diverted away from candidate engagement,” says
Akanksha Pandit, a company spokesperson.

“Also keyword matching does not always deliver the most promising results, so we
wanted to build something with context matching as well.”

They set about exploring how AI could be applied and the result is Sniper AI, which
claims to bring a 53% improvement in productivity and 37% in sourcing cost savings. Its
machine-learning algorithm gives a percentage suitability rating for candidates in
seconds, and it can scan and source profiles from external databases based on job
description in search of the best candidate. 

The AI algorithm self-learns from every job, which increases the accuracy of the
matching.

The company worked with researchers at Pennsylvania’s Carnegie Mellon University in
the US, which has been a leader in AI since the 1950s. Earlier this year, the university’s
Libratus AI made history by defeating four of the world’s best professional poker players
in the 20-day Brains Vs Artificial Intelligence challenge in Pi#sburgh.

Ge#ing to the latent talent 
Even if they don’t know it, those of Generation Y, Z and even X are using tomorrow’s
assessment tools now as part of their everyday lives. Social media, gaming and general
online activities are already starting to change the face of assessment.

It may fill some with horror and fuel fears over data privacy but, in reality, it could lead to
a far more natural, less discriminatory form of recruiting, and one that gets to the latent
talent in an individual. When playing a computer game, for example, a person is far
more likely to show their real self than in a formal assessment. When interviewed by
Recruiter last year, Marcus Vlaar, chief creative officer at Ranj Serious Games in the
Netherlands, said his dream is that when a gamer reaches level 20 “they sign the
contract”.

One to watch: SAP’s Facebook app
Working with The Chemistry Group, SAP enables individuals to gain a mini profile of
themselves based on their Facebook data and offers suggestions of where they might fit
in the company. This whole progress is done in seconds, and this is only the start.
Aggregated data on individuals from different sources will make such apps even more
powerful. 

Gareth Jones, The Chemistry Group’s chief innovation officer, says this broader
aggregation is already taking place in areas such as customer insight, and is starting to
make headway in recruitment.



Gaming is already changing the way firms assess candidates and will do so more and more in the future

“The technology exists but it is quite a job to get sufficient amounts of the data about
individuals, aggregate it, layer it, correlate it and then make sense of it,” he says. “Our
ambition is to layer multiple data sources to build up a detailed picture. It requires the
application of data science pros and psychologists and behavioural scientists, too.” 

When talking to Recruiter last year, The Chemistry Group’s CEO Roger Philby predicted a
future in which users could simply use the area postcode of where they’re hiring and see
a list of the top 100 people for the role by house number.

You are being rated as well as the candidate 
We live in a world in which everything and everybody is reviewed and rated. Reputations
can be lost in seconds, but equally good behaviour and performance can be highlighted
to a wider audience.

While company Glassdoor shines a light on good and bad employers, the industry is
moving into an era where recruiters and recruitment practices will come under the
spotlight. 

Speaking to Recruiter last year, An Coppens, founder and chief game changer at
Gamification Nation, says that gamification techniques (or using, for instance, a website,
app or online community and integrating game mechanics into it to motivate
engagement) could be used to rate an interviewer or another stage of the application
process. Meanwhile, analytics tools can assess and predict the effectiveness of different
stages of the recruitment journey. 

The desire for more transparency and accountability could mean employers will want to
scrutinise the effectiveness of recruitment like any other business function – so there is
no escape at any level of the process.

One to watch: Amberjack’s Personalised Automated Feedback
Feedback-hungry millennials, who demand something in return for their time in the
selection processes, was one of the drivers behind Amberjack’s system, launched this
year. 

It works by helping candidates understand why decisions were made so that they accept
them more readily. It also incorporates the ability for candidates to provide feedback at
every stage of the recruitment process.

“In this way we help to build a two-way dialogue between brands and candidates to
form a more emotional engagement,” explains Ben Hutchins, Amberjack’s head of
marketing. 

“And Amberjack’s integrated Net Promoter Scoring not only captures candidate
sentiment but measures it. This is valuable because it gives recruiters a baseline metric
to gauge, at a glance, if people are feeling be#er or worse about a recruitment process
over time. It also helps recruiters identify the candidates who will champion their brand
or those who have not had a good experience and allow for different engagement
strategies to be developed for each group.”

Hutchins says recruiters must accept that they are going to be rated: “Providing a
mechanism for feedback and being able to manage this is far be#er than pushing
candidates away to share negative experiences on social media.”



Recruiters’ reputations can be won or lost at the flick of a button – or a tap on an icon

Technology can help you make more money 
Most of the talk about technology in recruiting circles is about how it can help to identify
and assess top talent. 

The next few years will also see it encourage recruitment businesses to look more inward
to increase their revenue. Big data and data-driven decision-making have been
buzzwords for some time now. Companies such as management solution firm Cube19
have blazed a trail in this area for the recruitment industry, providing data analytics that
allow organisations to figure out what and who is working best in their business. 

Lead generation and market-intelligence tools, such as those provided by Innovantage
and Vacancyso!, can also track what is happening in markets, sectors and regions to
help recruiters identify business and placement opportunities. Such tools are going to
get more powerful and recruiters need to become as familiar with using them as their
CRM. 

Recruitment firms will also be using technology to help drive their revenue

One to watch: HIRABL
Co-founder Jon Guidi was running a permanent placement business in the US and
routinely found that candidates had been hired without their knowledge. 

“When I started making a proactive effort to track this and collect fees I noticed how
time-consuming it was, but highly effective,” he says. 

He estimates that between $1-2bn (£815m-£1.6bn) a year is lost in missed fees globally,
but adds that the missed “opportunities” that result by not following the career paths of
contacts and candidates can be many times greater.

HIRABL analyses placement and submission records to track the career progression of
not just candidates but also hiring managers in a recruiter’s network to prompt the
consultant to connect with them at the most opportune time to generate new business.
It claims that many of its clients report the product is bringing a 10-fold return on
investment. Guidi adds: “We have come to a place where there is much less emphasis
placed on locating the right candidate, but rather to know when and why to call a
candidate or hiring manager at the right time to have a positive outcome.”

We are virtually there… but not yet



It is once again a consumer development that is driving recruiters to explore both virtual
and augmented realities (VR and AR). The Samsung Gear and Oculus Ri! VR headsets
and VR equipment have gone down in price and up in availability over the past two
years. 

The British Army’s ‘Army Vision and With Heart. With Mind’ by JWT, Capita and VR
specialist Visualise remains one of the most high-profile uses of VR in recruitment.
Recruitment technology provider Meritocracy announced it was working with Samsung
Italia on a VR pilot last year.

Meanwhile, the potential of AR tech was firmly put on the map last year with the launch
of Pokemon Go. In both areas, though, we need to see more case studies in the sector
that demonstrate the technology’s affordability and viability.

Virtual and augmented reality will play a much bigger part in recruitment in the future

One to watch: 
A!er seeing Pokemon Go, recruitment technology firm Volcanic explored how similar
tech could be used in a recruitment context. The company, founded by Rob Wilde and
Neil Pickstone, held an internal ‘hackathon’ and the team in Malaysia came up with
some great ideas around AR.

Combine some good old-fashioned recruiting concepts, such as knocking on a door with
a CV and looking at vacancy cards in the window, and you have Point Jobs, the world’s
first AR job board.

The app allows a jobseeker to hold up their smartphone and be shown where a job is on
a street (roughly within 1km radius) and they are then able to apply in a one-click process
on the spot. Employers can use the website for free and when posting a job they also put
a pin on a Google map of the location.

“Job boards are so impersonal and this helps the jobseeker engage with the brand,” says
Ma# Comber, chief marketing officer at Volcanic. While typically this could be a high-
street chain, it could also be the HQ building of a bank. A recruitment agency could also
be a location. “An agency could pin all of their accountancy jobs at their agency
branch,” says Comber. “It could bring the ‘jobs in a window’ approach back.”
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wide-ranging impact.
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